1 Introduction

Our project parallelizes the apriori algorithm for association rule mining in Haskell. Association rule mining is commonly used in the commerce space, where shoppers purchase a certain set of items in each transaction, to determine which sets of items are frequently purchased together. Association rule mining has typically been used to reveal surprising trends hidden in data. A more general problem statement can be found in the paper Fast Algorithms for Mining Association Rules by Agrawal and Srikant. We primarily run our experiments on a dataset of 180k restaurant health ratings in New York City. Each transaction in this dataset represents a anonymized restaurant in NYC and includes a borough, type of cuisine, and health inspection grade.

2 Sequential Apriori Algorithm

2.1 Overview

The apriori algorithm uses a bottom up approach to first find all large 1-item sets that satisfy a minimum support. Then, via a candidate generation algorithm, the large 2-item sets, 3-item sets, and so on are formed. As we form candidate sets, we also apply a pruning algorithm that removes all candidates that don’t meet our minimum support. Once, we’ve finished generating frequent itemsets, we can form our strong association rules. After generating the association rules, we keep the ones that fulfill our minimum confidence. Here is what our restaurant health rating input file looks like:

```
$ head data/restaurants.csv
BROOKLYN, French, C
MANHATTAN, American, C
BRONX, Chicken, C
MANHATTAN, American, A
MANHATTAN, American, A
MANHATTAN, American, C
BRONX, Pizza, A
MANHATTAN, Caribbean, B
MANHATTAN, Italian, B
STATEN ISLAND, Bakery, A
```

To run the sequential algorithm, use:

```
$ stack exec apriori -f filename -m support -o min_confidence output_file
```

Each line of output represents a derived association rule with its confidence score. For example, the most confident association rule is that a French restaurant with a health score of A will be in Manhattan with 81% confidence.
2.2 Sequential Candidate Generation

First, the code will generate large 1-item sets which consists of calculating the frequency of each item for every transaction and filtering out those that don’t satisfy our minimum support. Then we pass the large (k-1) item sets into our candidate generation algorithm in order to produce the large k-item sets. The function performs a self join using list comprehension and runs in $O(n^2)$ time. As an example, the large 3-item sets: [1,2,3] [1,2,4] [1,2,5] would produce the following 4-item candidates: [1,2,3,4], [1,2,3,5], [1,2,4,5].

2.3 Sequential Pruning

After we generate all item sets of some size k using our candidate generation algorithm, we only want to keep item sets that meet our minimum support threshold. We obtain the support count for an item set by looping through all of our transactions and counting how many times that item set is a subset of a transaction. Subset checking is done using standard Prelude list functions. If the support count divided by the total number of transactions is above our minsup threshold, we keep this item set and add it to our collection of k-item sets that we will eventually use for our next run of candidate generation.

2.4 Sequential Confidence Calculation of Association Rules

At this point, we have obtained all item sets and their corresponding support scores. Using this information, we create map that allows us to look up the support score of any item set. Then, for each item set, we generate all possible association rules from that item set. For example, given a 4-item set of 1, 2, 3, 4, we generate the associations 1 → (2, 3, 4), (1, 2) → (3, 4), and (1, 2, 3) → 4. We do not need to worry about rules such as (1, 2) → 3 since those rules are processed when we are looping through 3-item sets. We then calculate the confidence score of each generated rule, and keep the rules with confidence scores (obtained using the formula $\text{conf}(a \rightarrow b) = \frac{\text{sup}(a \cup b)}{\text{sup}(a)}$) above minconf.
2.5 Sequential Results

Running our sequential algorithm on one core, on a dataset of around 180K transactions took 22 seconds.

3 Parallel Apriori Algorithm

3.1 Parallel Candidate Generation

Previously, candidate generation happened sequentially so that the createCand function was mapped to every element of the list. However, it’s not necessary for this mapping to be sequential so we used the parMap function to evaluate the resulting list in parallel using the createCand function.

3.2 Parallel Pruning

As described before, our pruning algorithm is a nested for loop where the outside loop iterates through each newly generated item set and the inside loop iterates over each transaction in our dataset. We parallelize the outside loop by using the parMap function to run a helper function supCount, which takes in an item set and list of transactions and returns the support count for that itemset, for each newly generated item set.
3.3 Parallel Confidence Calculation of Association Rules

Our confidence calculations for association rules requires two main steps 1) for each item set, generate its association rules 2) find the confidence scores for the generated association rules by performing lookups on our support map. We parallelize the 'for each item set' component of these two steps, so that generating association rules and calculating confidence scores can be done in parallel for each item set. This was also accomplished using the parMap function.

3.4 Parallel Results

After running it on the same dataset of 180K transactions, but using the parallel version with 4 cores, we see a speedup to 14 seconds for around 35% improvement. We also see two active threads coming from the parallelization of pruning and confidence calculations, indicating that these contributed to the speed up significantly.
4 Code Listings

4.1 Usage

Our submission is a Haskell project developed using stack. To run the parallel program run the following commands:

```bash
$ stack clean
$ stack build
$ stack exec parpriori — data/restaurants.csv 0.004 0.5 par +RTS -1s -N4
```

Our sample data is included in the data directory for test runs.

4.2 main()

```haskell
main :: IO ()
main = do
  args <- getArgs
  case args of
    ['t'] : ['i']=>exitFail
    ['t'] : ['r']=>exitFail

  contents <- readFile "cuisine.csv"
  let items = parseMeta ["cuisine (strip $ T.pack contents)]

  mix = read <read mix> Double
  dataset = (Provisional.length items)

  wordList = Prelude.reverse (items . (Prelude.map (x -> (x, 3)) wordList))

  let = Prelude.map ((l, k) -> (l, k)) (Prelude.filter (l, k) -> getTop cnt)

  support = getSupportMap (l, k) 

  correlations = getCorrCoeff (Prelude.map (l, k) x) (kets)
```

4.3 Support Map

```haskell
-- SUPPORT MAP CONSTRUCTION
getMap :: Dict -> Int -> Double
getMap cnt datalen = ((Integral (cnt)) / Integral (datalen))

getSupportMap :: Dict -> Int -> Double
getSupportMap (l, k) (kets datalen) = (Prelude.map (l, k) (cnt, getTop cnt datalen))

kets
```
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